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I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday: 9 pm – 12:00 pm EST
Friday:
Saturday:

9 pm – 2 am EST
4:30 pm – 2 am EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the
Conference Call Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 - 413 - 9537 [Line 1]
530 - 763 - 1594 [Line 2]
530 - 646 - 4187 [Line 3]
530 - 876 - 9146 [Analog 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
B Conference Call

1-860-970-0300

C Skype
D

BBSradio2

1 – 888-429-5471 - picks up whichever line is available.
Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the presenter.
Find MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and click on “Library Archives”.

• The page which comes up is the familiar one; click on "Save link as" and the archive will download
to the site you indicate on your computer , or you can listen to the program directly.
• The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.
• Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144
II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

9 – 10:30 EST

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

C Wednesdays: 7:00 – 9:00 EST
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Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only: 1 – 860-970-0300; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Sekhmet & others

www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300; PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1–712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Host:

MariettaRobert

Has been involved in these calls since at least 2004

Meditation:

Angelsu

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird
Go to Spacestationplaza.com – to locate specific days & lots
more information: just keep scrolling down!

02nd Thurs – 12 CAUAC - completing the harmonic module we started on July 18th – Sat is the
beginning – time to let them transcend. Cauac is the storm; 12 is the crystal tone, energy of
dedication, cooperation a universalizing energy
03

h

Fri – 13 AHAU - we complete the matrix and wave of Lamat at the same time; Ahau is the sun –
striving towards Chirst consciousness, 13 is transcending to that Christ consciousness; it is a time of
completion and the birth, the way of moving into the next wave.

04th Sat – 1 IMIX - IMIX is the mother; day of full moon; beginning of the next harmonic moducle; set
intentions for next 260 days, as we go through the reset that the eclipse brings; the Mayan Calandar
came to us via Pocovotan, the only physical incarnation of Ashtar: lots of gratitude for him! And
gratitude for the next 260 days: there are no limits! Don't limit self – think big and fullcircle; as we
through the next week, we follow the same numbers – the tribe of the tone and the tribe 1 of IMIX,
and then IK with the tone of 2, and so on. This is a portal day as well as a lunar eclipse, and blood
moon; Guide tone is also IMIX and this will be doubled; support glypgh is mirror, ETZNAB; Occult
spirit information will come from Ahau, the sun; guiding power is red dragon / Mother . A powerful
day!
05th Sun – 2 IK – the wind; listening to the voices of our ancestors, the angels, those who wish to
communicate with us; it's Easter Sunday
06th Mon – 3 AKBAL - the night; activation 3 and working in the night, with our abundance – double 3
07th Tues – 4 KAN – a double 4 which is the hummingbird, ecstasy!
08th Wed - 5 CHICCHAN - the snake, shedding old skins and warming up in the sun; 5 is the overtone and
seeing the picture
09th Thurs - 6 CIMI - the link between the worlds – life/death; present/past; etc. For the first 13 days of
the matrix we are in double numbers / energy – end of this is Dec 18 th
Introduction
Rainbird: had a class on Sunday [March 29 th ] about a whole new way of treating; brief call on April 9 th
lightenergync@gmail.com : call RB with questions; she is also thinking of giving private lessons
NOTE: Please use the following audio link to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/content/stargate-round-table-april-2-2015
Hard News
T: thanks to all.
• It [the outline agreement with Iran] was a big deal today: HUGE!
• A good idea to get more people to follow this information with an open heart and a higher intuition + the
blood moon on Sat with what is going on the Mayan Calendar on that day + Passover + a full lunar
eclipse – 5 major things converging on one day!!!
Tom the RT Cat: this [the outline agreement with Iran] is the very first step to full disclosure where the P5
+1 and Iran came together and agreed.
• A Jewish Prophecy: Boehner, McConnell, and Netanyahu wailing at the Wailing Wall over the deal because
they didn't want it at all; Tom hinting that they are
up to no good
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• the Jewish prophecy is about Gog and Magog invading Israel which you have to be maniacally insane to
think that Iran has such an idea in mind! KOS, MR X 7 others talking to rama regularly over the last
few months and they have never mentioned or even thought of such a thing from Iran.
• Iran has had 12 nukes and have had them for nearly 30 years; it was a fail save and now they
have Dr Keshe's star ship project which is light years ahead of anything else.
• This deal is a peace project and if anything looks like happening, it will be nipped in the bud.
• the Maniac is the 3 of them acting out in Israel: US Congress on break until Ap 13
• the power of what has been done and the presentation of this; the world is on the same page!
• We have $ 177 towards the $300 due: let's invite new people to register: for $12 a month, it would take
100 people to pay for the radio –; that is simple and the amount of education given is more than
useful, there is a huge amount of information for us to pick up
• It is foreseeable: R looked at Dr Keshe's website: so far, no comments
• Tom the Cat told him today This arrangement opens the door of the earth to become the 33 rd
member of the Intergalactic Federation of Worlds – A BIG DEAL!
• The energy is accelerating every single day – T sees it every day – Democracy Now today is a whopper
• California: Gov Jerry Brown told the citizens they need to cut back 25%; he did not address the fact
the big ag businesses not being asked or that the oil companies are putting the dirty water from their
fracking activities back into the aquifers!!!
R: Dr Keshe's site said that soon there would be trips to the moon, visit the 4 sites where the US and Russia
have landed and back in 2 hours!
T: asking people to make contributions which allows us to remain caught up regularly
• the homeless people in Santa Fe know what is going on, and people who know the homeless
ones let them come to their homes and listen to this show. Sometimes the homeless people
put a contribution together for T & R – that spirit is really important!
• We are already on the other side and when we give to what is really turning the world around – this
message of the changes of higher frequenices coming in that is actually happening – like the
program with Peter Moon & the holographic history of the world that is at our fingertips, and with
Nassim Harimien who is a good friend of the KOS, and knows Dr Keshe
• the situation with the climate is getting worse and worse; CA is the canary in the mine: the jet stream
has been sagging but does not hit California which, as a result, is getting drier and there is no
qsnow pack this year;
• the maps show how dry it is: no water and no rain– has not been this way for over 1000 years.
Remembers from a long time ago that moving might be a necessity
The almond and pistachio growing is being done with toxic water [water from fracking that has been
returned to the aquifers in California!] and they are super high water crops; as well, they are
planting more of these trees and they are wasting water.
• Talking about sanctions on Iran when Iran has not intentions of doing anything: There are some
baron robbers in CA which are robbing people; in Iran, the people have no intention of
Indiana: the Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan have cancelled tours to Indiana because of Mike Pence. The
adjustments he made to the law are not serious ones – has to do with dancing for the Koch Bros.
Audio: President Obama

https://youtu.be/kVIxURU9kbA

President Obama has been clear that achieving a peaceful resolution that prevents Iran from
obtaining a nuclear weapon will make the United States, our allies, and our world safer.
When President Obama took office he underscored that the United States was prepared to
resolve this issue diplomatically – but only if Iran came to the table in a serious way. When
that did not happen, we rallied the world to impose the toughest sanctions in history—
sanctions that had a profound impact on the Iranian economy.
Sanctions alone could not stop Iran’s nuclear program. But they did help bring Iran to the
negotiating table. Because of our diplomatic efforts, the world stood with us, and we were
joined at the negotiating table by the world’s major powers – the United Kingdom, France,
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Germany, Russia, and China, as well as the European Union.
The goal: Reaching a long-term diplomatic resolution that verifiably prevents Iran
from obtaining a nuclear weapon.
In November 2013, the P5+1 and Iran took an important first step toward that goal with the
Joint Plan of Action (JPOA), which halted the progress of Iran’s program and rolled back it
back in key areas for the first time in nearly a decade. The IAEA has verified that Iran has met
all of its obligations under the JPOA.
Today, after many months of principled diplomacy building on the JPOA, we have achieved a
framework for a Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/parametersforajointcomprehenisveplanof
action.pdf

T: all the countries know that the US has a big problem; there is also a big banking thing on
the table
KOS called Rama yesterday, together they called up Thom Hartmann – they were
discussing the book written by Elizabeth Warren in 2013 and she explained to Jamie
Dimon that he had created a strong woman talking to one of the most ferociously impudent
people in the banking world
• she said you have created some major crimes here, and we are going to do
something about it; he sat back and was rude: “Hit me with a fine!”
KOS told Thom yesterday the blood moon is coming up, and it is a bitch – karma! This
Blood moom will bring it all aup
• Jamie Dimon had better watch his back and every word, thought and deed that
comes out of his mouth. He told Thom that time is over; payback is here, then hung
up on him.
• The galactics are on standby; if those in Israel try anything, we'll have a visitation with
no hesitation.
REMEMBER to put Joni Mitchell in the Circle of Support; found unconscious 2 nights ago
in her home in LA; Rama met her in 1966 at the Monteray festival & has been
friends since then; she has Morgellan disease which comes from the chemtrails.
Guest: Dr Wiley Green, an Indiana dentist who has wide area of interest, continuously
studying and a good friend in the agricultural world and the ACRES conference so he
knows how everything goes together
• He gave MR a whole page of a booklist; if people want this info, write MR and ask.
SEE THE LAST PAGE OF THESE NOTES FOR THE LIST.
About Dr. Wiley Green, DDS, AIAOMT, FIAMA
Dr. Green graduated from IU Dental School in 1972. He enlisted in the US Army Dental Corps
while in school and was stationed in Okinawa for 3 years — just missing Vietnam War by one
month. Dr. Green taught at IU Dental school from 1975 to 1980 while also practicing in
Brownsburg. In 1980 he started his practice full time in Frankfort and performed traditional
dentistry until 1993 when a patient, Wayne Cox, showed him the dangers of mercury. Thus he
began his present day ‘mercury free-mercury safe’ practice, which has evolved into todays
biological/holistic care with alternative and biocompatible services as an adjunct to
contemporary dental care.
Dr. Green is trained and skilled in proper removal techniques of amalgam fillings. He is opposed to
water fluoridation and routine treatment of children with topical fluoride. Dr. Green also believes root
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canals can have far-reaching health effects upon the body and must be monitored closely. Periodontal
care is observed closely for this same reason. His approach has always been biological with an
emphasis on how the mouth relates to the whole body. Dr. Green is also a licensed acupuncturist.
Dr. Green has been treating temporomandibular joint problems since 1990. He has developed
a highly successful system for those who suffer from different kinds of craniomandibular
disorders. His patients often tell him how life altering it is to finally be pain free. Treatment for
TMJ problems are performed at Dr. Lau’s Pendleton office.

Dr Green: most important thing is infection which can range from an absessed tooth to
gingivitis – these things block the energy flow & as time goes by, can create disease
in distant organs
• an energy chart of the web shows the teeth and the relation to the organs in the body
• Look up “Dental Meridian Chart” - shows the teeth and the related organs
MR: issues with Flouridation, different kinds of fillings, root canals
What are the better ways to maintain good health?
WG: stay away from root canals! See The root Canal Coverup by George Mining
• the problem with them is that the dentist works hard to clean out a channel and stuff it;
yet the tooth is like a piece of coral – it becomes a source of toxicity and drains that
toxicity throughout the body
MR: heard Dr Huggins talk of this at the Health Freedom Expo in Chicago a couple of
years ago
WG: he's against root canals, as is Dr Tennant from Texas – when they got together on
stage, they gave the dentists hell for trying to save a dead tooth!
• Dentistry is a mechanical field: do fillings, patch up holes, etc, but they do not know
anything about the energy flowing through the body. Some wholistic dentists use oils
and other healing modalities
• has nothing good to say about root canals – stay away from them!
MR: asks about the ads on TV and implants that replace teeth in one day
WG: the one day implants are not the full sized one; they do help stabilize dentures
• the most common variety is titanium; last 10 years is extremely reliable; Dr
Huggins did not like it because they were metal and could
• if concerned about metal, can get a zirconium implant – it's not magnetic, does not
create electricity; it's not metal
• bones heal around both types of implant very well
• would have the same kind of problem as with any kind of tooth; not quite the
same as a hip or knee implant which is covered with skin, with no buildup of
germs / infection
• There are tests for titanium to make sure the body won't reject it:
the Clifford Test and the Huggins test require a blood sample for a lab and is tested
every way but Sunday: bonding, ceramics, gold – need to sure you get a type of
metal that does not set your body off – the clifford test – about $300 and 3 weeks.
• If you are metal sensitive, it's good idea to test the various kinds of gold that are
available for inserting in your mouth; the more sensitive you are, the more important
it is to get tested.
• Not a lot of difference between the Clifford Test and the Huggins Test: Huggins does not
like aluminum, and ceramic crowns most of them have aluminum oxide in them
• Clifford tests will OK certain ceramic crowns; the Huggins test would be negative
to every ceramic crown – Clifford has a write-up explaining the difference and the
science
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• The flouridation that is forced into the water, and used by dentists to paint children's

teeth – what does he observe about this?
WG: flouride is a protected material, not really approved as being much good – no real
proof that it's any good; it seems to be an enzyme inhibitor and is a co-factor in causing
other diseases
• Stay away from it: 40 yeas ago when flouride was in the toothpaste would see in the ads
that they used a huge glob of toothpaste on the brush
• today, it recommends not using it for kids under the age of 6
• flourousis is becoming endemic on kids teeth; it is flouride damage on the teeth –
makes the teeth brittle & discolours the enamel on the tooth and if it is
severe, makes the teeth brown
• affects children when their teeth are forming
• ADA and pediatriacians are finally recognizing not to use flouridated
water in formula
MR: read years ago that flouride stopped cell growth in petri dishes; how did this happen?
WG: there are books going back to the 40s that describe what happened and tried to cover
up the law suits that came up in the 40s;
• they used flouride gas to separate out the uranium in the creation of bombs; the
gas escaped the factories and it killed cows and poisoned the land; the result was all
kinds of lawsuits; the gov't was interested in burying that information and also
that nuclear bombs were even being created.
• There are 2 sources of flouride: the original test was with sodium flouride, a chemically
pure substance used for rat poison; now most of of the sodium flouride comes from
China so there is not telling what is in it
• the 2nd source is acid flouride, a waste product from the agriculture products; it's
very acidic and as it runs through city pipes which are lead, and the lead is taken up
into the water - the lead could be up to 10% and the flouride takes it out of the pipe
– he never thought kids were eating paint: always suspected the water / lead pipes
• Now the lead has been taken out of the solder of the water pipes; while lead in
conjunction with flouride makes things 10x worse, now lead in the mercury [in
relation to copper pipes] makes things 100x worse – there is a synergistic reaction
going on
• Flouride is extremely toxic to the thyroid gland which, if it is not doing its job, causes

obesity; not sure it's all McDonald's fault
• also damages pitutiary gland which is the major controlling
• Flouride is stored in your bones; there is statistic evidence that in the states where
there is more broken hips per 1000 correlates with a high rate of flouride in the
water; bones get brittle just as the enamel on the teeth gets brittle
RB: has been using coconut oil for swishing her teeth daily; how does it work?
WG: coconut oil is anti bacterial; oil pulling has amazing results, and can use any of the
vegetable
• hold a couple of teaspoons in your mouth for 10 – 20 minutes; good research
from India, not in this country, of course:
(1) this makes the teeth slicker so the plaque does not attach to them;
(2) also, the bacteria in your mouth are literally attracted to the mouth so with oil
pulling you are lowering the bacterial count in the mouth which allows the immune
system to take care of itself - which means helping a a lot with peridontal disease,
gingivitus, etc
• Oil pulling is not so bad, spit it out and then brush teet to get rid of the slippery feeling
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• Oil pulling takes the toxic load off the body – even fibermyalgia and arthritis;
helps with digestive systems and other thing.
• once the toxic load is removed via the mouth, the body can heal in other places.

T: has experience of alarming things happening to her teeth, due to getting hit with a huge
amount of radiation poisoning due to “an accident” at Los Alamos labs; ended up in
hospital – this happened in 1997; it became far more noticable in 2005, 2006
• A couple of years later her teeth started falling out of her mouth. She has grooves
in her finger nails and a brittleness to her teeth and bits fall off. Asking about how to
change it
WG: if the teeth are literally breaking as opposed to gums receding and teeth coming loose
due to peridontal
• The first inclination without seeing her is that the teeth are wearing down to the
point of fracturing. Can't blame this on radiation – people who get cancer treatments
to their face they are cavity prone, due to the lack of salivation in the mouth
MR: the lengthways lines on the nails mean not getting enough minerals in the body
T: Talks about the radiation in the water in Santa Fe
doesn't know what to do!
When the body is not absorbing minerals, flood the body with minerals / trace
minerals; the more you take in the more the body can push out the radiation
MR: talks about Ionic minerals T: uses something that has monoatomic minerals in it; kind of earthy – green drinks,
organic fruts and vegetables, nuts and seeds.
WG: Redman Salt company has a redman salt toothpaste with a clay in it
• as far as root cavity, oil pulling will get out the bacteria + brush and floss
T: there is flouride-free floss – regular floss has flouride on it.
Chandra Doss: understand that flouride puts calcium around your pineal gland – dumbs
one down? How can you get rid of the calcification resulting from the explosure to
flouride in your pineal gland?
WG: Does not know of a remedy; it's an important problem.
Caller: Has heard of an herbal remedy: a powerful chelator of heavy metals
T: how do you use it?
Caller: puts it in smoothies – avocado and cucumber smoothies! The nutra bullet machine –
puts cilantro in just about everything.
T: any experience with growing a 3rd set of teeth; thinking about it because of what's
happening at the moment.
• Rainbird is a student of Master Dang and a lady in the Phillipines grew a 3rd set of
teeth; it worked but was extremely painful.
WG: baby set is short rooted
T: lady had lost all her teeth, was older
WG: would be nice to lose them all and get another set!
T: Master Dang was teaching about using the technique and about managing pain
WG: has seen 4th molars, but not a whole mouthful!
WG: for bridges and dentures, does not seem to be much of a problem
the real issue is getting the old fillings out: drilling an old filling means the mercury
vapourizes and you inhale this: how the dentist does this is very, very important!
• It was a patient who pushed him to learn about removing this kind of fillings, as
he didn't learn this in dental school
MR: What do people need to know about removing these kinds of fillings?
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WG: You need to know the answer before you go to the dentist.
• go to www. IAOMT.org: International Academy of Oral Medicine and Toxicology
• The website gives the procedures for removing the mercury fillings safely.
• goes through all the steps in the procedures
• also has the names of dentists who are doing this kind of work

Contact Info

Website: www.wileygreen-dds.com
Phone: 765 – 659- 3078
Frankfurt, Indiana if you are looking for someone in the area – some
people will drive long ways to find a good dentist!

WG: just keep doing research and learning; the more you know, the better you can look
after yourself.
• if you hand your health to someone else, you get shortchanged: practially have to
know the answer before you go into the office!
WG: some of the newer things: Ozone
• Infections are essentially cavitations; can have a tooth that has not healed that
can leave a hole in your bone; this will also block the flow of energy
MR: How do you use Ozone?
WG: Ozone came from Europe, is used by MD s over there; dentistry will try and use ozone
to sterilize the hole before they put the filling in
• if there is a cavitation in the bone, ozone can be
• idea is help
• Ozone is used in gingivitis and in peridontal cavities – much less toxic than other things
• a mouthgard type of applicance, pump the ozone in the plastic so
for people who are cavity prone or who have dry mouth – it kills bacteria
• Ozone can be used when have a deep cavity down to the nerve,; it can be used to kill
bacteria that has gotten into the nerve and cover it up with a calcium oxide type of
filling
• can be used for saving teeth
• It's a new thing: definitely an alternative thing: not accepted at dental schools or by any
of the organizatons – a dentist who uses ozone is doing something special!
MR: Dr Green uses ozone! A tooth extraction
• he uses the ozone to cleanse and sterilize the socket – stimulated the healing
T: if you have a cap, can you find out what is under it?
WG: ask the dentist who put it in: did they do a core buildup before they put the cap on; if
they used mercury, you know you have mercury; i
• If the cap was inserted in the last 5 – 10 years, it's probably a composite under
there
T: a long time ago:
WG: a patient was the one who got Gr Green into doing these kinds of fillings
• He was one of Green's first patients after he graduated.
• 20 years later he called to say he was going to an environmental physician who said
he has heavy metal poisoning; he's had all the fillings out; what did you put in those
bridges and crowns?
• back in the 80s, WG probably put mercury under them as that is what was used in
those days; mercury under a gold crown does create an electrical current flow
and seems to block the energy in people's mouth. To fix it, have to make a
new crown – the patient has to decide, not him: involves cost and health condition.
• when his first patient of the crowns and bridges came back, he was much better.
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Hard News
T: Mr Menendez of New Jersy; KOS, Tom the Cat said he can set the example for all kinds
of criminal activities – bribery, conspiracies – the whole 9 yards with money; he is in so
much trouble! It is the case for so many others, too
• The Last Word with Laurence O'Donnell – a panel discussion
• the panel said if you go after one guy, you have to go after the others: this is the
way business is done in US!
• Someone said it's time to have a totally new system.
• He has 14 counts of corruption; no knowing how many counts the others have
• Tried to sabotage the deal with Iran! Menendez is a total hawk, a Democrat playing like

he's innocent! Means the rest of the Democrats are no better than the Republicans
after the 64 good members are subtracted from the total!

• Another thing about Iran: Iran keeps its word if they say they will do something.
• Cannot say that for our corrupt little boys and girls in the US.
• Obama was hinting that if anything would sabotage this, it would be the Congress!

They can play, but they cannot stop this – there are failsafes to this.

• The whole world is watching, and Obama is the one who signs the bill!
• there is a lot of organized energy at the moment, a super big deal going on now.

Audio: Nassim Harimein

Question time
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JuFcpTMi4I

• how can we change the memories of the past?
These are very Rough notes: [all the questions asked were translated for Nassim and the video;
sometimes the question posed was not what the questioner meant, and the process started all over
again! Please listen to the You Tube!!!]
NH: There's a ship for every single human on this planet!!! And you can call that ship – he suggests starting
to call that ship and when it shows up, don't run in the other direction screaming – that defeats the
purpose! We are ships, and we put our ship in our car to travel across land; we need another ship to
go across the galaxy!
• Part of getting ready is realizing that we are part of a larger community that is trying to help! The
stories about ET s trying to take people over – it's crap! There is a fail safe in this universe: if
• nature will eliminate that does not work: any civilization that reaches higher levels of consciousness
• they don't need little planet earth; these concepts come from ego-centric people – these ones are trying
to help
• One speaker says he comes from Majorca – if you don't like a teacher, it happens with the others; he does
not like the history teacher – this year, he got the same teacher again, and he is going to talk about
the pyramids and they argued again. He knows the teacher is telling a lie – does not know if to kill
the teacher or if to write what the book says and pass the class!

NH: It's a sad thing, isn't it? He knows the teacher thinks of him [the speaker] as a young person; he [the
speaker] has to be the wise one, the mature one, the one that has compassion because you are
dealing with someone who is not aware – like dealing with children. Arguing will not work; accept
that this is his reality and that you have different beliefs. Write on the paper his beliefs, they don't
have to be yours – the mark is making the fact that you can repeat his beliefs, not your own.
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• There is a social network and 2,500 people in that network dedicated to NH
• Just remember that you have to be the wise one
Speaker: Thank you for such a good day; everything is spinning in the galaxies etc – what about humans?
NH: Absolutely: this is why the spinning dervishes who spin for hours and hours and get into that place –
you have never ever, ever, ever, ever walked in a straight line; we are on the surface of the planet
and every atom we are made of is spinning at the speed of light; you are spinning, seriously
spinning, at the speed of light right now!
Speaker: The earth spins one way, the galaxies spin one way; yet she can spin in both ways – is there some
effect?
• yes, for the best effect, we have to spin in the right direction. Hurricanes spin in what direction? Spin in
the natural direction that nature utilizes – in the southern hemisphere, it is opposite
• does it need to be a machine, a device: can we be a singlularity device – he relates al to the natural world
NH: he gets spiritual people calling and saying they don't need no stinking technology! He says to them they
are talking on a cell phone and driving in a car; the technology is just an expression of a higher level of
consciousness. You are one of the devices and you can levitate but you would have to work hard at it.
• He has levitated but it was when he was sleeping and not deliberate. You are not to going to go very far
you manage to do it; if you get off the planet you will have other problems. The external world is a
fundamental principle of nature; technology is not an artifical thing, it is the creation of the world learning
about itself: look, I can put these elements together and get this. Our level of consciounsess has increased
enormously – the technology he discusses is technology that is more harmonically connected to us – the
technology so far is very destructive and very rough and very masculine; now we are getting into technology
that is much more harmonious – if he landed in his ship and picked us up and took us to visit other stars,
planets – both our consciousness will go through the roof – no one should reject the internal world of
consciousness, and a spiritual person should not reject the external world.
Speaker: wants another try at the question: can it be that the core of singularity exists in the natural world?

Reading: 2015-03-29 Planet Alert April 2015 by Mahala

[SEE BELOW]

Mother / Alcyone
Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant One, in the Office of the Chirst and only in the Office of the Christ,
we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame.
• Happy Resurrection Day! The story is like the Master said: you are spinning at quantum light speed, so
when things get a little wonky, just remember that we are spinning with the universes of universes in
this higher octave of Love: everything moving up in that divine spark of creation.
• You have asked to show up: here we all are. Now is the time, As the Master has said, the One who comes
at this time said: “How do you enter the kindgom of heaven? Do as I have done! What is the first
Law of Love? Be calm – the least among us is the order of the day.”
• Like all have seen: everything around us is the story of the Law of Love: let it begin with me.
• Namaste; kadoish, kadoish, kadoish, adonai sabaoth
• As you wish to go for a ride, call us in! We are here. Remember that Divine Spark - it is soul matrix!
Namaste!
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES

Today, the United States, together with our allies and partners, reached a historic
understanding with Iran.
If fully implemented, this framework will prevent Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon,
making our nation, our allies, and our world safer.
For decades, Iran has been advancing its nuclear program. When I took office, Iran was
operating thousands of centrifuges -- which can produce the materials for a nuclear bomb
-- and was concealing a secret nuclear facility. I made it clear that the United States was
prepared to find a diplomatic resolution, if Iran came to the table in a serious way.
But that didn't happen.
So we rallied the world to impose the toughest sanctions in history, profoundly impacting
Iran's economy. Sanctions couldn't stop Iran's nuclear program on their own, but they
helped bring Iran to the negotiating table.
And after many months of tough and principled diplomacy, the United States -- joined by
the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Russia, China, and the European Union -achieved the framework for a deal that will cut off every pathway Iran could take to
develop a nuclear weapon.
I want you to understand exactly what this deal entails:
First, it stops Iran from pursuing a bomb using plutonium, because Iran will not
develop weapons-grade plutonium. The core of its reactor at Arak will be dismantled
and replaced. The spent fuel from that facility will be shipped out of Iran for the life of the
reactor. Iran will not build a new heavy-water reactor. And Iran will never reprocess fuel
from its existing reactors.
Second, it shuts down Iran's path to a bomb using enriched uranium. Iran has
agreed to reduce its installed centrifuges by two-thirds. It will no longer enrich uranium at
its Fordow facility, and it will not enrich uranium with its advanced centrifuges for at least
the next 10 years. And the vast majority of its stockpile of enriched uranium will be
neutralized.
Third, it provides the best possible defense against Iran's ability to pursue a
nuclear weapon in secret. Iran has agreed to the most robust and intrusive inspections
and transparency regime ever negotiated for any nuclear program in history. International
inspectors will have unprecedented access not only to Iranian nuclear facilities, but to the
2015-04-02
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entire supply chain that supports Iran's nuclear program -- from uranium mills that
provide the raw materials, to the centrifuge production and storage facilities that support
the program.
If Iran cheats, the world will know.
In return for Iran's actions, the international community has agreed to provide Iran with
relief from certain sanctions -- our own sanctions, and international sanctions imposed by
the United Nations Security Council. This relief will be tied to the steps Iran takes to
adhere to the deal. And if Iran violates the deal, sanctions can be snapped back into
place. Meanwhile, other American sanctions on Iran -- for its support of terrorism, its
human rights abuses, and its ballistic missile program -- will be fully enforced.
Now, our work is not yet done. Negotiators will continue to work through the details of
how this framework will be fully implemented, and those details matter. And let me be
clear: If Iran backslides, and the verification and inspection mechanisms don't meet the
specifications of our nuclear and security experts, there will be no deal.
But if we can get this done, and Iran follows through on the framework that our
negotiators agreed to, we will be able to peacefully resolve one of the gravest threats to
the security of our nation, our allies, and the world.
Learn more about today's historic deal and how it will make the United States,
our allies, and our world safer:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/Iran-deal
Thank you,
President Barack Obama

The White House • 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW • Washington, DC 20500 • 202-456-1111
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Audio: Nassim Harimein

Question time
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JuFcpTMi4I

Published on 10 Mar 2014
In this video, Nassim continues to develop his theory of the structure of the vacuum and
shows spectacular animations Isotropic Vector Matrix based on the research of R. Buckminster
Fuller and complemented by Nassim Haramein and graphics we see clearly how to deploy
geometry and how it connects with Nassim investigations on the structure of the vacuum. He
then goes on to talk about crop circles and mathematical relationships that are detected in
many of them and relating it all ends with the legacy of the various ancient civilizations and
again we see a series of geometric and mathematical relationships that lead back to their
theories and isotropic Vector Matrix is one of the most significant geometric constructions of
sacred geometry and is composed of 64 tetrahedra.
VERSIÓN EN ESPAÑOL DE ESTE VÍDEO ... http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eSDGK...
Part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7UOC...
Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaJSP...
Part 3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WYlO...
Part 4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8LDSk...
Part 5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02RQf...
Part 6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HZIZ...
Question Time: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JuFc...

Visit our website and sign up for the mailing list: http://www.lacajadepandora.eu
From here starts talking about how ancient civilizations could build those huge monuments
worldwide precision and knowledge that surprised today that also seem to keep similar
relations in all cases even when different civilizations are supposed that were isolated from
each other geographically and temporally. But all seem to drink from the same fountain of
knowledge that connects them all.

NASSIM Haramein - Cognos 2010 Nassim is a theoretical physicist who has developed self-taught one of the most incredible
theories unification of physics that exist today. Unification theories are theories that attempt
to unify physics explanations of the small ( atomic level ) and big ( cosmological level ) ...
Nassim theory but has managed to explain more.
His theory describes the structure and dynamics of what constitutes the 99.99999999999 %
of what we see out there ... space .. vacuum. According to science , the vacuum is not
empty .. is full of energy ... infinitely energetic. And because of this " infinitez " infinitely
annoying , scientists decided renormalizarla ( according Haramein what we try to do them all
in school .. with varying success ... obviously decided to give a finite value to the infinitez and
with that calculation , Nassim has re- developed a comprehensive theory supplementing the
Einstein field equations , giving his first result Schwardzchild status or a black hole , all
rotational dynamics , coriolis and gyroscopic effects other given at any system, which
obviously vary notions of what we understood as reality , extending to a reality in which all
objects to be enjoyed , thanks to black holes or wells .. attraction and creation of infinity of
sizes, held in place and create , all that exists , from an atom to a human, a planet , a star , a
galaxy , or , probably , the universe itself .. because, it seems , everything looks like one
autorrecurrente fractal image , learning and experiencing itself ...
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We just compress all your extensísima theory in a paragraph ... but we entendáis , which
seems to have found , is the structure and the dynamics of movement and performance,
which , to our knowledge , seems to contain an infinite amount of energy ... vacuum ..
space .. and thanks and therefore understood finally evaded the great equation ... gravity.
Gravity is not more than the attractive force generated by black holes, plenty of sizes present
in any system ... call this system an atom, a person , a planet , a star , or a galaxy , which,
while generating an attractive force to keep the system in place , as any action there is an
equal and opposite reaction also generate all the energy that we call matter and we can then
see at a glance and experience with our senses.
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2015-03-29

Planet Alert April 2015

By Mahala

We have another full moon lunar eclipse coming up on April 4, 2015 at 5:05 AM PDT. This will be the third
red blood moon in the series of four. The last one will be on September 27, 2015. On the second one, which
was on October 8, 2014 we started weaving our light bodies because the moon was on 15 degrees Aries, and
weaving our light bodies is what that degree means.
What my Sabian Symbol book says about that degree is “The I Ching symbol implied is the profound task of
the weaving of our immortal body, the cosmic Robe of Glory. There is a moment in every cycle when, to
however small a degree, every individual may be confronted with the potentiality of a fulfilling act of selfrealization and may find himself/herself clothed in light”. I believe this past October full moon was the
beginning of a major process of Ascension for many of us.

Now we have another full moon eclipse coming up on April 4th, which is on the first day of
Passover and Easter Sunday is April 5th. Easter is the celebration of the risen Christ, or the Christ
consciousness that is within all of us. At this time the Sun will be on 14 degrees Aries conjunct
Uranus on 16 degrees Aries, and the midpoint is 15 degrees Aries. So here we are six months
later with the same configuration in the heavens.
We have also had the Uranus/Pluto square in effect, Uranus was on 15 degrees Aries, and Pluto 15
degrees Capricorn from March 11th to March 28th . Does this mean that some of us are completing
our Ascension cycle, which culminates with this upcoming full moon, and are ready to start living
on a higher frequency Earth where love and peace reign?
Uranus is considered the great awakener. It rules electricity, which in turn rules our nervous
system. For the past six months our nervous system has been going through a major rewiring.
Mercury rules stress and anxiety and there has been a lot of that energy around in the past six
months. Uranus also rules high technology like computers, the Internet, cell phones, wind and
storms, lightning, airplanes, revolutions, rebellions, eruptions, Aliens, and UFOs. That is just a few
things Uranus rules.
One of the main effects for the past four years has been how Uranus has affected people’s brains.
It has affected people in different ways, and that is why there have been so many crazy things
going on in the world. Aries rules our head and our brains and with the high frequency energy we
have been receiving from the cosmos, it has caused a lot of people to go crazy in various ways.
One example is the recent airplane crash in the French Alps where the co-pilot crashed his plane
into a mountain and killed everyone on board. His brain was not on a high enough frequency to
integrate this energy and he went crazy. That crash was very tragic and I have a lot of compassion
for the people who lost loved ones on that plane.
Uranus has been in Aries since June of 2010. It takes Uranus seven years to go through each sign.
Uranus will be in Aries for another couple of years. This position of Uranus has also caused a lot of
rebellion all over the world. Look at the Middle East and the revolution that started in North Africa
in January of 2011, and continues to this day. Now Yemen, Saudi Arabia, and Iran have entered
into this revolution. This upcoming full moon will highlight the Middle East which includes Israel. It
will also be affecting Russia and the Ukraine.
The good news is that on March 23 we entered a 65 day period of heart energy in the Dreamspell
calendar. On this upcoming full moon on April 4th we enter a new 52 day cycle called the Red
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Eastern Castle of Turning. And the glyph for April 4th is the Red Magnetic Dragon, which rules
birth. This full moon is on a vortex day which means a doorway opens to a different dimension.
The Red Dragon represents the root source of life, the nurturance and support of primary being,
and within it is found the primal waters of unity. It is the primal spiral of creation whose face can
be seen as the primordial Mother in sacred union with the spiral of God.
Along with this moon representing birth, it is also the beginning of the moon of Manifestation for
28 days. Watch what you think because everything is moving so fast that manifestation is almost
instant these days. The creation process goes from our thoughts, to our emotions, to our physical
body. Our thoughts affect our emotions (energy in motion) and this brings the object of our
thoughts into manifestation. We will have a great opportunity to create what we choose to
experience this month. Let’s think positive thoughts.
Neptune represents the Universal Mother Goddess and she is a beautiful giant ice blue planet that
glows like a gem in our heavens. It’s my understanding that she was the first planet created in
our solar system. It is said that the Fisher Kings and Queens, who are our creators, came from
that planet. The story of the Ring Lords pertains to that planet. Have you read the book ‘The
Realm of the Ring Lords’ by Laurence Gardner? It is a very interesting book.
So we have Neptune as the female higher mind and Uranus as the male higher mind. Now it is
time to merge the two together to become one and manifest Unity consciousness. Neptune, in its
highest manifestation, rules the soft gentle energy of Pisces. Neptune will be in Pisces for several
years so if we pull into this gentle energy it will be easier to start ‘Thinking with our Hearts’.
Neptune rules magnetics, and the strongest power in our body is our magnetic heart. The inner
part of our hearts is where our power comes from and this is our spark of light, or Christ
Consciousness. This is why it is time to open your heart and feel the love that is there. Jupiter is
in Leo right now and this sign rules our physical hearts and backs. This is why there have been so
many heart attacks lately, and false heart attacks which are really ascension symptoms.
It appears like the world is in total chaos right now, but out of this chaos will come a new creation. The most
important thing for us to do right now is to raise our frequency above all this chaos. Become cool, calm, and
collected. Deep breathe when you feel stressed, and also when you don’t feel stressed. Deep breathing
moves our bodies out of fight and flight into serenity. Look at things as an observer and don’t get emotionally
involved. Let there be peace in the world and let it continue with me.
This upcoming full moon may appear to get out of control because Uranus will be dominant and that planet
rules change. It is very important to stay in peace, manifest joy, and walk softly on this beautiful planet. I
wish everyone Happy Easter, and also happy Passover to those who celebrate that festival. They are both
important celebrations. Congratulations to those who may graduate during this time period and
find themselves living on a higher frequency Earth! There will be another opportunity to graduate at the time
of the last Red Blood Moon Eclipse on September 27th. That celebration occurs on the Harvest Festival.
We did move into a different time-line this past January 16, 2015, so the doorway is now open to a higher
frequency Earth. There is no set time period for entering the New Earth. Everyone goes by their own clock.
Ascension is not a one day event. Ascension means to raise your frequency high enough so you can live on a
peaceful Earth. It’s our job to change this world.
ALL IS WELL IN MY WORLD. So Be It!

http://blog.mahalasastrology.com/2015/03/29/planet-alert-april-2015/
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